ABSORB OVERVIEW
Once you know where you are headed in your search, it is important create the best ﬁrst impression. It starts with showcasing the best of who you are on a Showboard, traditional resume or a
social media proﬁle like Linkedin.
When you Absorb, you are taking notice of the world around you and blending what you learn
into how you present yourself, be it a proﬁle or in an interview. Absorb is a 3-D approach to how
you present yourself professionally – as someone who is unique, focused and informed.
There are two tools that will help you navigate Absorb:

1

Tools Checklist

2

Insight Creator
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ABSORB STEP 1

TOOLS CHECKLIST
When you throw your hat in the ring for a professional opportunity, it is important to showcase
who you are, while giving enough valuable information that someone decides to start a conversation with you.
While your Showboard provides you with space to stand out, the ‘rules for tools’ apply there as
they do to a traditional resume or social media proﬁle such as Linkedin. As you build these
resources for yourself, ensure that they grab a decision-maker’s attention by comparing what
you have against this checklist:
FOR ALL TOOLS, FOLLOW THE THREE C’S:

CLEAN

AIM FOR 30-40% OPEN SPACE
USE THE SAME FONT THROUGHOUT
USE BOLDING AND ITALICS VERY SPARINGLY

CONCISE
Use standard fonts like Arial or Times New Roman
Use the same size font—such as 11 or 12 point, your name at the top maybe
larger
Limit special characters like bullets or dashes

CONSISTENT
Cover Letter
Highlight 20% of the best information you have to share, such as 2-3 key things
that you bring to the table
Clearly explain the beneﬁts of what you bring as a potential employee to an organization if they hire you
Speciﬁcally state why you are interested in the opportunity
Showboard/Resume/Social Media
Highlight the 40% of your best skills, experience that are relevant to the ideal
opportunity you are searching for
Include highlights but not paragraphs of key responsibilities for each of your positions. Eliminate things like career objective, hobbies or references
Keep your resume to one page with plenty of open space
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ABSORB STEP 1

TOOLS CHECKLIST

Traditional Resume
BEFORE

AFTER
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ABSORB STEP 2

INSIGHTS CREATOR
Absorb is a 3-D approach to how you present yourself professionally – as someone who is
unique, focused and informed. One of the best ways that you can be informed is to do some
intelligent searching about a potential organization so that you can use that information in a
phone screen or interview. The best places to search, include the job posting, organization
website, blogs and Linkedin. By deﬁnition, insight means to gain a deep understanding. The
basic formula for creating an insight is:

DETERMINE

DISCOVER
Fresh Information

+

The Importance

DISCUSS

=

INSIGHT EXAMPLE

Using Questions
+ Stories

YOUR EXAMPLE
FRESH INFORMATION

DISCOVER

You notice that a job posting for a marketing
coordinator says, “ability to prioritize and work
creatively to meet deadlines. Comfortable
with fast-paced, changing environment.”

THE IMPORTANCE

DETERMINE

In thinking about this, it’s obvious to you that
the company values creativity but also
productivity. Things change quickly and they
need people who can respond eﬀortlessly to
that change.
In preparation for a ﬁrst phone interview, you
are prepared to share what you learned and
will ask the following questions:

USING QUESTIONS
+ STORIES

DISCUSS

1. What are some examples of deadlines that
you need your new marketing coordinator to
meet?
2. How do you think it is best to respond to
change at the company?
You would also be prepared to talk about a
time when you volunteered on a campus project where you needed to be creative and
solve problems, with limited resources.
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